
 

 

 

RIGGED: Stormy Daniels Lawyer Was on Payroll of
Joe Biden, Rahm Emanuel; Previously Sued Trump &
The Apprentice Reality Show  (news)

submitted 14 hours ago by Machz

Porn star Stormy Daniels’ lawyer Michael Avenetti it turns
out, worked for Joe Biden and Rahm Emanuel, two
Obama pals.

Small world.

Especially when you’re trying to railroad and smear the
President of the United States in return for cash and fame.

In fact Avenetti worked on the political campaigns of over
150 Democrats, including national campaigns; When he
wasn’t busy suing Donald Trump and The Apprentice
producer Mark Barnett for alleged intellectual property
infractions.

Could Avenetti have an anti-Trump grudge? Do the math.

Per the lawyer’s biography:

“While in college and later in law school, Michael worked
at a political opposition research and media firm run by
Rahm Emanuel (who later became White House Chief of
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Staff and is presently the Mayor of Chicago). During his
time there, Michael worked on over 150 campaigns in 42
states, including multiple gubernatorial and congressional
campaigns (i.e. Joe Biden’s U.S. Senate Campaign).”

There’s certainly a thin line between porn star and an
ambulance-chasing lawyer.
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[–]  CrustyBeaver52  11 points (+11|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

Stormy Daniels is too ugly for Trump. Trump women typically
start at 11. Stormy has exactly none of that.
permalink

[–]  worthlesshope  6 points (+6|-0 ) 11.1 hours ago 

It doesn't even make sense. The affair she's accusing of
happening happened in 2006, 1 year after he married
Melani. If you married someone 10x hotter and the marriage
is practically brand new, that means the honeymoon phase
probably isn't over yet.
So why go through all the trouble for something not even
worth the effort or the risk.
permalink    parent

[–]  BordelonLoop  0 points (+0|-0 ) 15 minutes ago 

and a self-professed germaphobe sexing it up with a porn
worker? ain't buying it.
permalink    parent

[–]  Chapmanm845  2 points (+2|-0 ) 11.1 hours ago 

you right ...
permalink    parent

[–]  KosherHiveKicker  1 points (+1|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

Not only that but..
Why would Trump even want to even risk touching that
without a Biosafety level 4 (BSL-4) suit JPG

permalink    parent

[–]  Oh_Well_ian  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

Trump is a known germ-a-phobe, too.
permalink    parent

[–]  CrustyBeaver52  1 points (+1|-0 ) 12 hours ago 
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Yeah exactly.
permalink    parent

[–]  KosherHiveKicker  8 points (+8|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

She is a Deep-Pedo State puppet.
permalink

[–]  thatguyiam  1 points (+1|-0 ) 5.5 hours ago 

How low they've stooped
permalink    parent

[–]  Bob_Ross_Hair  8 points (+8|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

Once a whore, always a whore.
permalink

[–]  mrgreenjeans9  3 points (+3|-0 ) 4.7 hours ago 

"We've already established that. Now we're haggling about
the price."
permalink    parent

[–]  RemoteViewer1  7 points (+7|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

The Hebrew crew has shit covered dicks ,. once again
permalink

[–]  Possibly_a_Carrot  2 points (+2|-0 ) 9.5 hours ago 

I also can't help but notice that she's now the #1 ranked
pornstar on porn-hub, despite being a worn out looking leather
hand-bag.
No motivation for her to keep this thing in the media at aallll,
right? /s
permalink

[–]  BlackGrapeDrank  0 points (+0|-0 ) 29 minutes ago 
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she's opening some strip club in LA. it's a
Marketing/exposure tactic.
smart tbh.
permalink    parent

[–]  BUTTHOLE__EMPRESS  2 points (+2|-0 ) 10.1 hours ago 

Are you implying that she's some sort of slut?
permalink

[–]  facepaint  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9.5 hours ago 

1. That doesn't preclude it from being real.
2. That doesn't preclude it from being more bullshit

politics as usual.
permalink

[–]  LetsBeNakedOutside  1 points (+1|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

How is that rigged exactly?
permalink

[–]  testeverything  1 points (+1|-0 ) 12 hours ago  (edited 11.7 hours ago)

Yeah. It's ok for you lawyer to be biased against the person
you're suing. That's assumed.
What was wrong was a lawyer parading their clients on TV
and collecting money from it. That's what happened with
Lisa Bloom. These things are not equivalent.
permalink    parent
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